CELEBRATING
T

he annual Faculty/Staff awards night, “Celebrating
Excellence at Andrews University,” was held
Sunday, March 4, at the Howard Performing Arts
Center. Each year at this event faculty and staff
are given recognition through the Years-of-Service Awards,
Excellence in Service Awards, Spiritual Life Award, the Daniel
A. Augsburger Excellence in Teaching Award and the Siegfried
H. Horn Excellence in Research & Creative Scholarship Award.
Alayne Thorpe, dean of the School of Distance Education,
served as the emcee for the night. “You may be surprised to
see me up here because I’m a newbie,” Thorpe said. “But
that’s indicative of how welcoming Andrews is.” She then gave
special note to the Years of Service awardees in the 5-, 10-, 15-,
20- and 25-year categories who, together, have dedicated a
total of 1,250 years of service to Andrews University.

travel needs; trading iPads for slates and chalk in Cabinet
meetings; installing cans with string to replace traditional
phones in Financial Records; use of felts to teach graphic
design courses; supplementing the toilet paper supply with
old magazines and bulletins; and becoming a Mac computer
campus to eradicate the repair costs associated with PC’s.
The award in this particular category went to the Andrews
Airpark for the Air Andrews travel solution.
Dining Services catered an hor d’oeuvres buffet with an
Italian-themed menu including house-made bruschetta,
breaded cheese ravioli and Sicilian pizza squares. A dessert
buffet was available after the program and offered guests
Italian delicacies and a tower of fresh fruit.

Excellence in Service Award Recipients
Marvin Budd, database administrator at ITS, is appreciated
for his attention to detail and concern for the safety and
accuracy of Andrews’ data. He is very attentive to his work and
often is the one who notices a system problem on a weekend
or holiday and helps to get it resolved. When Marvin served
as secretary of the AU Staff Senate, his attention to detail and
desire to follow procedure and order was impeccable. He also
has a deep concern for those members of the community who
are hearing impaired, and can often be found signing the
church service on Sabbath.

Golden Cardinal Award: Front Row, L–R: Jeanette Bryson (Best Transitional
Office), Shandelle Henson (Best New Research Proposal), Dave Mason (Best Dave
in a Hairnet) Back Row, L–R: Richard Choi (Best British Accent), Andrews Airpark
(Best Budget Reduction Idea)
Not pictured: Ivan Davis (Best Excuse for Not Attending Awards Event), Mark
Sater (Best Snow Removal Device), Best Name for Griggs/Andrews Integration

This year’s entertainment was the Golden Cardinal
Awards, a humorous award that highlighted an aspect
of the culture at Andrews University. These awards were
purely for entertainment purposes. The eight different
Golden Cardinal Award categories were: “Best Excuse for
Not Attending Awards Event,” “Best Budget Reduction
Idea,” “Best New Research Proposal,” “Best Dave in a
Hairnet,” “Best Transitional Office,” “Best Name for Griggs/
Andrews Integration,” “Best Snow Removal Device,” and
“Best British Accent.” For example, the nominees for “Best
Budget Reduction Idea” included: Air Andrews for corporate
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Excellence in Service Award: L–R: Marvin Budd, Mimi Weithers-Bruce
Not pictured: Dean Snow

Dean Snow, manager of Custodial Services, has been praised
over and over again by faculty and staff for his untiring
commitment to duty, his hands-on management, can-do spirit,
and on-time scheduling. Over the last 12 months, Dean and
his crew have worked out the logistics of moving departments

EXCELLENCE
from place-to-place, cleaned up construction messes, and
moved departments into their new spaces. This was done with
efficiency, aplomb and a cheerful “no-problem attitude.” Dean
also shows a mission-driven commitment to his work, serving
the community on the local fire department, and being actively
involved in his local church.
Mimi Weithers-Bruce, executive assistant to the provost, is
always ready with a smile and an answer. She fields difficult
questions with constant professionalism, and if she doesn’t
know the answer she will find it. Mimi is known for assisting
with projects on the third floor, meeting challenges and
being part of the solution. In the words of the provost, “Mimi
is reliable, personable, responsible and loyal. It is my great
pleasure to work with her.”

Daniel A. Augsburger Excellence in
Teaching Award Recipients
Eight faculty members received the Daniel A. Augsburger
Excellence in Teaching Award. This award recognizes faculty
whose teaching reflects the high standards of excellence
modeled by Dr. Augsburger in his 60 years of teaching at
Andrews University. Augsburger’s leadership, academic
rigor, breadth of knowledge, teacher-scholar role, along with
care and concern for students, exemplify the best of faculty
endeavors. Faculty from each school nominate and choose
their individual candidates.
Rudi Bailey, professor of educational psychology, school
psychology, and special education and chair of the current
Department of Educational & Counseling Psychology,
pushes students to excel with enthusiasm and dedication.
His students refer to him as a “top teacher” and his faculty
respect his teaching contributions. They also regard him as
an invaluable mentor to doctoral dissertation students. As a
prolific researcher, over the last two and a half years he has
presented more than 20 times to field-related distinguished
organizations. Additionally, he sits on a number of University
committees, including the Institutional Review Board. As IRB
chair, he significantly contributes to the research of the entire
university.
Bruce Bauer, professor of world mission, is a respected
missiologist who embodies academic excellence and servant
leadership. He has chaired the Department of World Mission
for more than a decade, moving it forward in positive and
valuable ways while simultaneously reflecting what it means
to be a Christian scholar, teacher and leader. A competent

Daniel A. Augsburger Excellence in Teaching Award: Front Row L–R: Martin
Smith, Tiffany Summerscales, Marcia Kilsby, Herbert Helm Back Row L–R: Rudi
Bailey, Glenn Russell, Bruce Bauer, José Goris

teacher of ingenuity, imagination and innovation, his
presence in and out of the classroom inspires students to
excellence. Bruce is a respected author who has contributed
to professional and scholarly journals of renown. He also
organized two semi-annual Adventist Mission in Africa
Conferences, and his visionary leadership contributed to the
formation of several cohorts and concentrations in the DMin
program.
Through his vast experience and knowledge of business
and international relations, José Goris, professor of
management, inspires his students. What especially
prepared him for teaching the business capstone course is
his wide range of knowledge of business administration,
educational administration, organizational theory, and
policy, accounting, management, leadership and consulting
services. Added to this is his cross-cultural exposure and
understanding, gained from having taught in many countries
in Inter-America, Africa, Europe, South America and the
Caribbean. What tops everything is best stated using the
words of his students: “the professor’s individual interest
and attention to me both inside and outside the classroom,”
“Christian concepts were integrated into everything, and the
Bible was used as a teaching tool just like our textbook.”
For 25 years, Herbert Helm, professor of psychology, has
been integral in teaching a number of the core courses in
the psychology major. One of his greatest contributions to
teaching has been his part in integrating undergraduate
research into the curriculum. Herb has shown the breadth
WINTER 2012
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of his skills as an educator in the statistics classroom with
undergraduates, working with graduate students in overseas
international development projects, and providing guidance
on study tours in Peru and Africa. Herb has also played
a leading role in mentoring new faculty and in assessing
quality and outcomes of the curricula.
As chair of the Department of Medical Laboratory Sciences
and associate professor, Marcia Kilsby is dedicated to
her profession both at Andrews and in the world at large.
As a scholar practitioner, Marcia has endeavored to share
her expertise and has made significant contributions both
domestically as well as internationally to very needful
areas of the world such as Somalia, Haiti and North Korea.
As a teacher, she demonstrates a breadth of knowledge
highly coveted in the profession, while always remaining
approachable and caring for the students’ individual needs.
She is well-known for going out of her way to give personal
attention to solving problems.
Glenn Russell, assistant professor of religion, is a teacher
with a pastor’s heart whose care for his students goes
far beyond the classroom, evidenced by the fact that the
Andrews University Student Association voted Glenn as
their 2007 Teacher of the Year. As expressed by a freshman
in the assessment of the class God and Human Life, he is “a
wonderful, inspiring instructor, who genuinely cares for his
student’s spiritual and relational development. I hope to take
more classes from him.” He teaches from a rich life experience
of service and ministry. Glenn has a great ability to balance a
strong sense of care with a firm commitment to maintaining
principle. He is highly valued as a colleague from whom to
seek advice and ideas to enhance one’s teaching.
As a professional architect, Martin Smith, assistant
professor of architecture, is able to connect what he is
teaching to the profession in a very real way, whether in
a beginning design studio or an advanced course where
technologies are integrated through successful design. In
addition to this, Martin has been successful in integrating
mission and service projects into the architecture program,
giving students the opportunity to learn while providing
valuable service to others. These projects range in scope
from small to large, reaching from the campus of Andrews
University to Berrien County, throughout Michigan, Indiana
and Texas. Most recently, he worked with his students to
restore the University chapel and prepare a new master plan
for the Adventist University of Haiti.
Arriving in 2006, Tiffany Summerscales, assistant professor
of physics, ramped up quickly into a star quality, master
teacher. She includes a wide variety of innovative tools to
help students gain a great physics experience in her summer
physics classes. Besides meticulous advising, Tiffany
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includes students in her own NSF–supported research giving
them experience in sophisticated analysis, in one-to-one
collaboration with professionals, and in presentation of
results at national meetings preparing them well for graduate
school and solid careers in science. She also chairs the
Program Development and Review Committee, vice-chairs
the Undergraduate Council, is a longtime member of the
Honors Council, Faculty Representative for the Goldwater
Foundation and valued Senior member of the LIGO Academic
Advisory Council.

35 Years-of-Service Award Recipients

35 Years-of-Service Award: L–R: Thomas Baker, Joseph Warren

Since joining the Andrews Academy faculty in 1976,
Thomas Baker has vigorously promoted the importance
of academic rigor and critical thinking, particularly in the
form of articulate, concise written composition, referring
often to good writing as the “currency of the realm.” He
encourages all of his students to take the more difficult
subjects and has consistently elevated the level of classroom
instruction. Baker has variously taught modern languages,
English, history and religion. He also oversees the GermanEnglish exchange program and directs the plays at Andrews
Academy. As chair of the Academic Affairs Committee for the
last 10 years, he has consistently elevated the importance of a
well-rounded education and has worked diligently to ensure
a curriculum that prepares students both for this life and the
life to come.
Joseph Warren, associate professor of English, has
influenced countless students during his 35-year tenure
at Andrews University, teaching courses in composition,
technical writing, African-American literature, and genre
studies. A student reflected on the “personal touch” Joe
brings to his classes, how he treats and teaches his students,
how he knows his students’ names and provides feedback

on assignments. Joe graduated from Oakwood College
with a bachelor’s in English, and went on to earn both his
master’s and doctoral degrees from Ohio State University,
emphasizing in eighteenth century, American, and ethnic
literatures. He regularly serves on the Martin Luther King Jr.
planning committee, and has served as the sponsor of the
local Sigma Tau Delta chapter. He is considered the “elder
statesman” by his colleagues in the Department of English.

30 Years-of-Service Award Recipients

30 Years-of-Service Award: L–R: Tari Popp, Ruth Gardner, Jeane Robinson,
Robert Schwab

Ruth Gardner, postmaster and manager of Andrews Central
Mail Service, has been faithfully delivering the mail since
1991. Prior to working at the post office, she worked as an
insurance clerk from 1981–1990. She arrived at the post office
as an office clerk, and then became postal supervisor. Ruth
efficiently combines work with fun; she is known around
the office for enjoying practical jokes in order to relieve the
pressures of deadlines and heavy workloads.
Tari Popp, director of Planned Giving & Trust Services,
has worked at Andrews since her graduation in 1981. Her
first job was as a Trust Accountant and she also worked as
a Trust Officer before becoming director. Chuck Simpson,
a colleague from the General Conference, says: …Tari has
blossomed as the consummate Planned Giving & Trust
Services professional. Beginning from a narrow set of duties
as accountant to department director, she blesses donors
with grace and charm; competently teaches and trains;
insightfully contributes to NAD-level discussions; and
always represents the best of Andrews University and her
Savior, Jesus Christ.” Trustees and colleagues appreciate her
professionalism, organizational and people skills, discretion
and graciousness.
Robert Schwab, chair of the Department of Management,
Marketing & Information Systems, professor of management

and graduate advisor, is greatly appreciated by his
colleagues, especially for his careful attention to quality.
Teachers in the classroom next door can hear his enthusiasm
for his subject matter. That same enthusiasm carries across
all that Bob does—whether in the classroom, in committees,
or in personal conversations. Bob started his teaching career
at Andrews in 1976. He earned a PhD from the University
of Oregon in 1980 and continued at Andrews until going to
Walla Walla University to chair the business department
from 1985 through 1993. Bob is also well-known for his high
pointing hobby. He has conducted initial site investigations
and authored over 350 trip reports for the national COHP
database and website.
Jeane Robinson wears many hats. In the various capacities
she has served for both Financial and Plant Administration,
she has affected all areas of University life. Her duties have
varied from mundane to complex projects. From general
secretarial duties to furnishing and maintaining copiers
all over campus, from student and firms account billings
to coordinating interiors of new buildings on campus. She
has worked with almost every department on assisting in
improving working spaces for employees and learning spaces
for students. Results of her work can be seen in layout,
furnishings and decorations in all of the building on campus.
She has also mothered and mentored many students in her
capacity as a student employer.

Siegfried H. Horn Excellence in Research
& Creative Scholarship Award
Recipients

Siegfried H. Horn Excellence in Research & Creative Scholarship Award:
L–R: Duane McBride, Curt VanderWaal, Jiri Moskala, Steve Hansen

This award was established to recognize lifetime scholarship
achievement of Andrews University faculty members. Award
recipients, who must be associate or full professors and fulltime employees for a minimum of five years, were selected by
the membership of the Scholarly Research Council.
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Arts, Humanities and Education: For 25 years, Steve
Hansen, professor of art, has worked in the mediums of
painting, sculpture and now primarily clay. His artwork
has appeared in nationally recognized scholarly journals
such as Ceramics Monthly, American Craft Magazine and
Niche Magazine. His works appear in academic textbooks
such as Extruded Ceramics and The Teapot Book. Steve has
exhibited in galleries across the U.S. and in Australia, his
work appears in several museums across the country, and he
has participated in over 60 individual and group exhibitions.
Steve has won several “Best Ceramics” awards at national
juried exhibitions. His exhibitions include the internationally
recognized Grand Rapids ArtPrize, and more significantly
his multi-year participation in the world’s foremost fair of
contemporary decorative arts and design called SOFA.
Pure and Applied Sciences: Duane McBride is currently
research professor of sociology, chair of the Department of
Behavioral Sciences, director of the Institute for Prevention
of Addictions, a visiting fellow of the Institute for Latino
Studies at the University of Notre Dame, and an adjunct
professor in the Department of Epidemiology and Public
Health at the University of Miami. He has obtained a number
of external research grants, frequently chairs national grant
peer review committees, and provides research leadership
for both junior faculty and students.
Duane helped develop a four-course research sequence
for majors, which since 2005 has resulted in over 40 student
presentations at professional conferences, six of which
were award winners, as well as nine papers co-authored by
students in peer-reviewed journals. He has published 10
books, 32 book chapters, and 76 journal articles covering a
breadth of research interests, including topics such as drug
policy, drug-crime relationship, the evaluation of substance
abuse and criminal offender justice treatment programs,
and the epidemiology of AIDS in injecting-drug-using
populations.
Religion and Theology: Jiří Moskala, professor of Old
Testament exegesis and theology, joined the Seventhday Adventist Theological Seminary faculty in 1998
after completing his second doctoral degree. He holds a
bachelor’s, a master’s and a Doctor of Theology from the
Protestant Theological Faculty of Charles University in
his native Prague, Czech Republic. As professor of Old
Testament exegesis and theology, he is heavily involved
in scholarly activities. Jiří is a member of six professional
societies and has served as a leader of the Adventist
Theological Society.
During only the last five years, he has edited one volume,
published 10 refereed articles in scholarly journals, 14
professional articles, and 13 chapters in edited books. He has
read 47 scholarly papers and preached numerous sermons
in many countries. Jiří is dedicated to scholarship and to
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sharing the biblical message we believe in with people all
over the world.
Professional Programs: Curtis VanderWaal is research
professor of social work and chair of the Department of
Social Work. He graduated from Andrews University with a
major in health psychology in 1986, received his MSW from
the University of Michigan, and earned his doctorate at Case
Western Reserve. He has worked on a wide variety of research
projects, and is known for his analytical and scholarly ability.
Curt has published in some of the highest impact journals in
the public health, social work and behavioral science fields,
and performed pioneering research looking at how drug
policies affected communities, community drug use rates and
the impact of various policies. Curt is also a great mentor of
students, helping them to present and publish research and
impact the field of social work.

Spiritual Life Award Recipient
Ante Jeroncic, assistant
professor of theology,
has been a member of
the Andrews University
faculty since 2006. His
commitment to scholastic
excellence encourages his
students to emulate him.
One student said, “Dr.
Jeroncic is one of the most
important influences on the
formation of my spiritual
and intellectual self. His
challenge to students to
investigate why they hold
their beliefs significantly
impacted my conversion
to Christianity by showing
the way to a ChristSpiritual Life Award: Ante Jeroncic with his
centered hermeneutic
wife Debbie
without pushing me away.
Intellectually, he expected
me to achieve my full potential and expected nothing less.
This helped me improve greatly as both a thinker and a
believer.”
The Spiritual Life Award is awarded to any employee,
faculty or staff who has made a significant contribution to the
spiritual life of campus. Names are considered and voted by
the Spiritual Life Committee.

25 Years-of-Service Award Recipients

10 Years-of-Service Award Recipients

Front row, L–R: Nancy Miller, Loretta Nave, David Steen Back row, L–R: John
Baldwin, Allen Wellborn, Mari Aker, Duane McBride Not pictured: Dennis Willis

Front row, L–R: Marlene Murray-Nseula, David Mbungu, George Agoki, Rudi
Bailey, Alina Dumitrescu, Arlene Bailey, Willyta Wamack, Barbara Huset, Katie
Wolfer, Irlacy Rodrigues Back row, L–R: Judith Fisher, Larry Onsager, Stephen
Payne, Dan Agnetta, Larry Bothe, Jeanette Bryson, Duane Habenicht
Not pictured: Maryann Burns, Jennifer Burrill, Shandelle Henson

20 Years-of-Service Award Recipients

5 Years-of-Service Award Recipients

Front row, L–R: Richard Choi, Susan Zork, Carla Trynchuk, Ann Marquez,
Steve Nash Back row, L–R: Stephen Zork, Dianne Staples, Robert Zdor, Jim Ford
Not pictured: Dianne Barnum, Terry Robertson, Shirley Freed, Larry Ulery, Sharon
Dudgeon, Gary Gray

15 Years-of-Service Award Recipients

Front row, L–R: Leigh Everhart, Sylvia Gonzalez, Carletta Witzel, Lionel Matthews
Middle row, L–R: Pedro Navia, Melchizedek Ponniah, Randy Graves, Tom
Lowing, Mark Moreno Back row, L–R: Kurt Frey, Marvin Budd, Marc Ullom, Ron
Whitehead, Bruce Wrenn, Ken Logan, Stan Beikmann Not pictured: Sari Butler,
Michael Carpenter, Rod Church, Ricardo Norton

Front row, L–R: Kimberly Coleman, Amy Maydole, Brynja Davis, Natalie Johnson,
Bonnie Steele, Yeny Quea, Kathryn Hickerson, Suzanne White-Wein, Laura
Bowlby, Barbara Reid Middle row, L-R: Cynthia Papendick, Faith-Ann McGarrell,
Dalry Payne, Kemmoree Duncombe, Robert Moore, Nathan Carroll, Lynette
Quinty, Lawrence Schalk, June Madrigal, Tiffany Summerscales, Tom Michaud,
Elaine Navia, Robson Marinho Back row, L–R: Christian Lighthall, Ruben MunozLarrondo, Fares Magesa, Ruben Perez-Shulz, Randal Mack, Theodore Quinty,
Brian Manley, Jeffrey Smith, Kevin Wein Not pictured: Diana Adame, Glynis
Bradfield, Buddy Chapman, Janet Chase, Arnaldo Contreras, Donald De Groot,
Japhet De Oliveira, Tevni Grajales Guerra, Patricia Hinman, Bradly Hinman,
Dwight Huslin, Ante Jeroncic, Robin Johnson, Angelica Munoz, Anton Pellegrini,
Kristine Walker-Fraser, Michelle Wallis, Gary Wood

Visit www.andrews.edu/news for
further details and audio files of the
recorded tributes.
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